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On our show today: True New Yorkers are all
obsessed with real estate. And New York is full of
amazing places to live, which is why it’s not
unusual to find oneself perusing real estate
listings that are financially out of reach. Everyone
has their personal preference when it comes to
their fantasy place: the sleek penthouse with
panoramic views, the updated brownstone on a
leafy Brooklyn street, a classic loft in the Flatiron
District. Here is where fantasy meets up with
reality: All of this window shopping prompts the
same question from everyone “Why on earth
would you ever leave that pl
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Featured Guests
Sara Rotter
Sara Rotter joined Halstead in the fall of 2011, and in her role as
Executive Director of Sales, she is responsible for the continued
success and strategic growth of the Village and SoHo offices of
Halstead along with President, Richard Grossman.
Read more

Ante Jakic
Ante Jakic is a Real Estate advisor and a Top producing agent with
Compass who has brokered some of the city’s most remarkable
properties and set record-breaking prices.
Read more

John Harrison
John Harrison is a licensed professional clinical counselor and coach in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Read more

Matt Martin
Real Estate Board of New York's (REBNY) 2017 Most Promising
Salesperson of the Year Awarded to an agent with under two years in the
industry who exemplifies sound moral character, high ethical
professional behavior, excellent leadership, meaningful roles in deals
and significant contributions to the firm's success.
Read more

Sean Attebury
Sean Attebury has an expansive knowledge of the New York City
housing market. Sean works on a team ranked among the top 50 teams
nationwide by The Wall Street Journal, Real Trends, He has been topranked for number of transactions and gross commissions.
Read more
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